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in question is that in front of the driver of 
a car and that the cross-bar, cleaning-bal 
2nd rabbing strip are properly mounted on 
tie outside of the window, the handle ii on 
the pneumatic controller will be operated 
until the cross-bar is at the top of the win 
dow. At this point it is pressed by the 
spring toward the glass so that the rub 
bing strip is is firmly but yieldingly forced 
against the surface of the glass. If now the 
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pai is tie Yixia . . . . . ; lessing the railbing strip 
against the glass and cleaning the same. As 
the downward motion of the bar continues 
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as its wheels escap: "on the flange D the 
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from the glass. If now the motion of the 
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end in opposite directions, said fingers ex-riages in unison back and forth within said tending out beyond the partition wall in guide troughs. 
either case, carriages provided with wheels CY RUS G. TALBOT. 
riding within the grooves in the guide HARRY CUPPLES, Jr. troughs, a cross-bar connecting said car- Witnesses: 
riages and holding them in fixed parallel W. G. ANDERSON, 
position and means for moving said car- A. B. CoPPocK. 


